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English Presentation (Writing) 
 
Wakamatsu Hiroko 

 

Basic Information 

 

Course Regular Course Compulsory / Elective Elective 

Grade 4th Number of Credits 1 

Semester 2nd Semester Credit Type Normal 

Class Type General Education 

 

Course Objectives 

 

(1) To learn some basic skills of writing in English 

(2) To obtain the fundamental skills of expressing your own ideas in writing 

 

 

Topic Outline / Schedule 

 

Week Topic Outline 

1 Introduction Introduction 

2 Short passage Necessary elements for writing short passages 

3 Longer passage Necessary elements for writing long passages 

4 Write about one thing Necessary elements for writing about one thing 

5 Topic Sentence Necessary elements for topic sentence 

6 Support sentence 1 Necessary elements for major support sentence 

7 （No regular examination）  

8 Support sentence 2 Necessary elements for minor support sentence 

9 Conclusion Necessary elements for writing a paragraph about 

conclusion 

10 Descriptive paragraph Necessary elements for writing a descriptive paragraph 

11 Illustration paragraph Necessary elements for writing an illustration paragraph 

12 Narrative paragraph Necessary elements for writing a narrative paragraph 

13 Definition paragraph Necessary elements for writing a definition paragraph 

14 Classification paragraph Necessary elements for writing a classification 

paragraph 

15 （No regular examination）  

16 Cause and effect paragraph Necessary elements for writing a cause and effect 

paragraph 

 

 

Textbooks and Other Readings 

 

The students will be given some papers occasionally explaining necessary skills and elements which 

should be included in their speeches and presentations. 
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Relevant Online Resources 

 

 

Grading Policy 

 

Assessment will be based on the average points obtained on the regular reports. The passing grade is an 

average of 60 or more points. 

 

Course Description 

 

This course is for the students who want to acquire some basic skills of writing in English. The students will 

learn how to express their own ideas in their writing. The students will be required to submit some reports 

regularly. 


